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LGHS senior Yuma Raux-Moriwaki is already 
leaving his mark on school this year by bringing his 
drive to the football team and his vast knowledge of 
different languages into the classroom. After trans-
ferring to Los Gatos from Cupertino as a sophomore 
in January of 2020, he feels like he is “still finding 
[his] way through campus” because during the years 
he has spent at the high school, he was mostly on 
a computer due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

Raux-Moriwaki explained he made the deci-
sion to move with his family from Cupertino to 
Los Gatos because he was “drawn to the winning 
culture of the football team, as well as the great 
academics at Los Gatos High School.” Devoting 
most of his free time to the Wildcats football 
team, Raux-Moriwaki spent the summer prepar-
ing for his role as a linebacker and wide receiver 
during his senior season.

Inside the classroom, Raux-Moriwaki is 
enrolled in courses such as AP Statistics, Honors 
Economics/AP Government, French 4 Honors, 
Anatomy and Physiology, and Philosophy. Due to 
his exposure to French as a child through books 
and speaking the language with his parents, he 
particularly excels in his French class. Aside from 
French, the half French-    half Japanese senior 
can also speak Japanese. But his experience 
varies,—he began “attending Japanese school 
when [he] was five years old, which is why [he 
is] considerably better at Japanese.” Trying to 
stay as fluent as possible, Raux-Moriwaki works 
diligently in his honors French class and weekly 
Japanese classes on Saturdays to “keep [his] 
Japanese sharp.”

Raux-Moriwaki explained that the people 
who inspire him are definitely his parents. He 
mentioned how their differences inspire him in 
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opposite ways, because “[his] dad is a very orga-
nized person [who] works hard and efficiently, 
while [his] mom is someone who is very calm 
and collected and works well under pressure.” He 
aspires to become a combination of both of them.

Within his busy schedule outside of school 
that is occupied by football training and games, 
Raux-Moriwaki also enjoys just a simple hang-
out. He describes himself as a laid-back person 
who really likes to just go with the flow of life. 
On weekends and during his free time, you can 
definitely find Raux-Moriwaki listening to his 
favorite genre of music: J-Pop (Japanese Pop), 
spending time with his friends outdoors playing 
volleyball, or watching anime. 

In the future, Raux-Moriwaki sees himself 
going into a career with a focus on sports med-
icine. He would love to work closely with top 
teams in the NBA or NFL.  Be sure to watch out 
for his stellar moves on the football field, in 
addition to his exquisite French and Japanese.

by Esha Bagora
Humor Editor

It is not easy being a part of Team USA and 
taking some of the hardest classes your high 
school has to offer, but sophomore Janneke 
Dirven manages to do it all. Competing in syn-
chronized swimming since the age of 10, Dirven 
enters her sixth competitive season this year. 
Alongside her commitment to the sport, Dirven 
is a member of Leadership’s dance committee and  
the co-founder of LGHS’s STEM club. 

Throughout the years, Dirven has competed 
in about 30 competitions and always scored well. 
Dirven began this year’s competition season at 
Nationals, where she placed second in Figures. In 
synchronized swimming, the total score averages 
are made up of two components — routine score 
and figure score. Both have an equal weight in the 
final score. The judges compose the figure score 
from the individual events in which a participant 
competes, and the routine score is made up of 
an average of participants’ and their teammates’ 
scores. In the past, Dirven has consistently placed 
first or second against her team’s biggest compet-
itors and winning first place in the Duet and Team 
competitions at previous national competitions. 
With results like these, it is clear that Dirven 
spends a lot of time honing her synchronized 
swimming skills. 

Dirven balances school and swimming by 
“try[ing] not to procrastinate and do[ing] some 
small pieces of [her] work every night, [which] 
makes everything a lot more manageable and 
balanced.” Recalling how far she’s come since 
she first began artistic swimming, Dirven shared, 
“When competing we have to have our hair slicked 
back and out of our faces. To do so in the water 
we make thick knox gelatin and put it in our hair. 
When I first learned how to do this I was very bad 

at doing my hair and knox. My knox was terrible and 
melted off, leaving my hair disheveled in the water.”

Regardless of her incredible talent in artistic 
swimming, Dirven does not shy away from academic 
challenges. As a sophomore, she is taking Algebra 
2 Accelerated, Leadership, AP European History, 
English 10 Honors, Spanish 4 Honors, and Chemistry. 
When asked how she got into Spanish 4 Honors so 
early, Dirven explained that “I have a strong back-
ground in Dutch which I think has helped me pick 
up Spanish quicker.” Dirven is of Dutch heritage, 
and she tested out of Spanish 2 and into Spanish 
3 her freshman year after not feeling challenged 
enough by the class. 

Dirven also expressed a passion for STEM and the 
biomedical sciences. This summer, she was accepted 
into a prestigious biomedical summer research pro-
gram but was unable to attend due to the timing 
coinciding with the national team practices. Dirven 
also co-founded the STEM club at LGHS with Anna 
Shukter, a junior at LGHS. 

As of right now, Dirven wants to be recruited by 
colleges for her artistic swimming ability, primarily 
Stanford or Ohio State University, where she wishes 
to pursue a career in STEM. That, coupled with a 
tough artistic swimming season ahead of her, as well 
as challenging academic classes, creates Dirven’s 
most demanding year yet. 

Rosenblum brings “Taco Tuesdays” to LG
by Cara Davidson and Alex Evans
Center Editor and Opinion Editor

Commonly known as DR, New York, or New Dylan, transfer student 
Dylan Rosenblum already meshs well with his new junior class at Los 
Gatos High School. Despite moving across the country from Ithaca, 
NY, where he resided for the majority of his life, Rosenblum faces 
the intense shift in lifestyle without fear. Finding his way into new 
organizations, Rosenblum joined rowing and hosts new friends for 
weekly Taco Tuesdays.

Rosenblum’s parents initially informed him that he was moving 
on July 4, and he arrived in Los Gatos on Aug. 3. While the moving 
process usually causes immense amounts of stress and sadness, DR 
was an absolute trooper, claiming “I don’t think there was anything 
hard about moving.” Rosenblum explained his optimistic thinking, 
stating he was “really excited to meet new people.” Other than his 
anticipation of meeting new people, DR’s only new observations of 
Los Gatos are the differences in weather and culture. Rosenblum 
appreciates the wealth of resources in Los Gatos; he feels that the 
resources in school have impacted his learning exponentially. 

Leaving behind life in Ithaca, Rosenblum also left behind his 
(not so) beloved job at the one and only McDonalds. Rosenblum 
worked all positions for the corporation — including register, 
kitchen, cleaning, and more — for the duration of the summer 
leading up to his move. He learned the ropes of the company, 
shaving seconds off his Big Mac making time while doing so. When 
asked to recount a fond memory of the job, Rosenblum describes his 
manager-in-training’s failed attempt at selling a Quarter-Pounder 
that he had taken a bite out of.   

Rosenblum is a strong salmon advocate. When asked to give one 
fun fact about himself, Rosenblum responds as simply as it gets: “I like 
salmon.” Why? “Because it tastes good.” Smoked, sashimi-d, bageled, 
DR likes it all. He hopes that he is able to go fishing with his dearest 
friends one day, and will never stop until he achieves his goal. 

Another one of Rosenblum’s goals is to excel with the Los Gatos 
Rowing Company. Skilled in many sports, Rosenblum has competed 
in cross country, soccer, basketball, cross country, track, and swim 

by Sarah Gouldrup and Jenna Roselli
People Editor and Public Relations Manager

Freshman Kiana Behnami is aca-
demically, musically, and athletically 
ambitious for her age. After tran-
sitioning from her charter school, 
Discovery, she continued her pas-
sion for leadership by joining LGHS’s 
leadership class this year. She has 
had plenty of experience in leader-
ship roles since joining Discovery’s 
leadership program in second grade 
and assuming the role of Discovery 
Charter School President last year, lead-
ing children ages six to 14 during a tough 
school year, due to the pandemic. Enjoying the 
group-centered approach to leadership at the high 
school, Behnami looks forward to collaborating with her class to 
plan rallies, games, and school dances. 

The shift from middle school to high school continues to be a 
learning process for Behnami, as she explained: “coming from a 
school that doesn’t have much homework and a lot of projects, the 
workload has definitely increased.” Taking on as many advanced 
classes as freshmen can, she has enrolled in two honors classes and 
an advanced math course. Along with the heavy course load, she 

is also highly skilled in the arts and athletics. Behnami 
participates in various school sports, including the 

tennis and dance teams. Her vitality does not stop 
with her education, as the freshman made the 

Varsity team for both sports. 
Both teams are fairly competitive with 

only a few select freshmen possessing the 
required level of experience to make the 
cut. Nonetheless, she doesn’t mind the 
company of the upperclassmen as Behnami 
draws inspiration from her older teammates 

and enjoys hanging out with them. 
In addition to the LGHS dance team, 

Behnami also dances with The Dance Company 
of Los Gatos, a four-time national title-holding 

dance studio. Her dance achievements include 
various scholarships to dance conventions, tuition schol-

arships to performing art and trade schools, and national titles. 
One of her more recent and extraordinary experiences with dance 
was an offer to dance on JoJo Siwa’s upcoming reality TV show, 
which she unfortunately had to turn down as she has yet to 
develop her singing abilities.   

Her commitment to the arts does not stop there, as she 
also excels in a multitude of musical instruments. Behnami’s 
musical genius emerged at a young age of five years old when 

she began to play her first instrument, the piano. From there, her 
expertise only grew as she added drums, violin, and guitar to her 
growing list of expertise. Her persistence and passion for the piano 
has strengthened her musical abilities to the point where she is now 
qualified to teach others how to play. Despite not wanting to pursue 
a musical path later in life, it is not for lack of talent, as Behnami has 
performed at multiple prestigious arenas. Outside of playing piano, she 
also hopes to join the LGHS orchestra next year to focus on the violin. 

Whether it is stepping on stage for a piano concert or a complex 
dance solo, she surely knows how to wow a crowd. Academically, athlet-
ically, and artistically gifted, Behnami’s repertoire of accomplishments 
knows no limits. This girl really can do it all. 

team. Catch DR on the Lexington reservoir absolutely destroying 
every drop of water in his path. 

New Dylan religiously hosts taco Tuesdays, a lifelong tradition.
Rosenblum eats tacos every single Tuesday. For lunch, breakfast or 
dinner, he must get his taco in on Tuesday, or his week isn’t complete. 
Rosenblum does this to “emphasize Lebron’s cultural impact,” and 
because tacos are delish, so why not? 

Although he’s now jobless, Rosenblum anticipates studying to 
be a nurse and taking up the profession in the future. He is not too 
particular about where he will head off to college or reside later in 
life, but knows his life goals rest in the medical field, stating, “I do 
not really care where I go, I just want to be a nurse.”

Behnami makes her mark on and off the stage
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